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ABSTRACT: This study examines problematic dissemination of science news, examining the promotion of two 
journal articles in light of Latour's model  "The Circulatory System of Scientific Facts." Subsequent distortions in 
the mass media amplified rhetorical directions already suggested by press releases, researcher interviews and the 
discussion sections in the journal articles.   
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SUMMARY 
When blame is assessed for misleading reporting of science news, it tends mainly to fall solely 
on the popular media.  With their penchant for sensationalism and simplification, mass media 
outlets make an attractive scapegoat.  Distortions of scientific findings are easily and often 
solely ascribed to their popularization, especially the process of turning the information in 
journals into news stories. 
 This study examines two cases of widely reported and widely criticized disseminations 
of science news stories (using the term "story" in the sense not of being literally one story but 
in the mass media sense of a news event that generates multiple articles and commentary).  
One story, from 1980, revolved around researcher claims of demonstrated gender differences 
between boys and girls in mathematical ability.  The other story, from 2012, revolved around 
researcher claims of limited health benefits from the consumption of organic as opposed to 
conventional foods. 
 The wide reporting of both stories in mass media outlets was marked by inaccuracies 
and simplifications, and little follow-up in mass media outlets occurred to correct 
misstatements or reflect criticisms.  Yet simply blaming the mass media for what happened 
would ignore troubling patterns that emerge in both cases. 
 The publishing of peer-reviewed journal articles was the legitimate beginning of these 
stories.  In each case the articles were accompanied with press releases originating with either 
the research institution or the journal.  These press releases acted as a bridge between the 
articles and their subsequent dissemination in the popular press.  Both press releases sharpened 
the rhetorical thrust of the discussion sections of the articles that were already more pointed 
towards particular interpretations than might have been warranted.  Both press releases also 
contained quotations by key researchers that furthered the same rhetorical directions.  
Limitations, reservations and alternative explanations were downplayed and ignored. 
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 Mass media distortions of the findings and discussions in the journal articles thus 
furthered rhetorical directions commenced prior to mass media reporting.  Some of what was 
problematic about the mass media reporting began with the articles themselves, and was 
amplified before the mass media took over the reporting of the stories.  
In light of these situations, the theorist whose work best explains the relationship between 
public representation and scientific communication is Bruno Latour (1999).  His "circulatory 
system of scientific facts" model replaces the conventional model of science - an “inner core” 
of “pure science” surrounded by a “corona of social contexts that are irrelevant to the 
definition of science” (92) - with a “five loop” system of interconnections (99) between all of 
the necessary conditions, activities, and agents that make up scientific activity (100).  The loop 
Latour calls “Public Representation”:  the relations between scientists and “reporters, pundits, 
and the man and woman in the street” (105) is, according to Latour, no more external to true 
science than any other aspect of scientific activity.   
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